Provincetown Community Housing Development

Public Forum 3 Summary of Results
Prepared by JM Goldson LLC November 22, 2019
On Wednesday November 13, 2019, the consultant team, led by JM Goldson LLC with New Atlantic Development (NAD), held the third of
three public forums to present and solicit feedback for housing development on two town-owned sites: 3 Jerome Smith Road (also referred
to as the VFW site) and 26 Shank Painter Road (the current location of Provincetown’s Police Station). Fifteen participants attended.

MAIN CONCLUSIONS
3 JEROME SMITH ROAD (VFW SITE)
Participants generally supported the revised site concept but there were still some mixed feelings. Many participants wanted to
see the site plan rethought with re-orienting the larger buildings and also breaking the larger building into smaller buildings.
Some participants felt that the RFP should require more accessible units than would be required otherwise. Some participants
preferred rental units to a mix that included condos and/or wanted to know more about the success of this kind of development.
Participants generally wanted to see a broader range of affordable units including rental units at 80% and 100% AMI and hoped
that the project would be “forward thinking and sustainable.”

26 SHANK PAINTER ROAD
Participants generally supported the revised site concept. Some participants wanted to see a broader range of affordable units
and hoped that the project would include sustainability measures. Some participants had additional suggestions for this site,
including expansion to include an abutting parcel and the potential for ground floor mixed-use. Some participants felt that the
RFP should require more accessible units than would be required otherwise.
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BACKGROUND
Throughout the spring, summer, and fall of 2019, project consultants JM Goldson LLC and New Atlantic Development (NAD) worked to
develop – and revise based on public feedback – potential housing scenarios at two town-owned properties and conduct a feasibility study
of concepts prioritized by the community at the first public forum, held in June 2019. At the second and third public forums, participants
considered various components of the housing scenarios to revise concepts in preparation for procurement processes, including massing,
unit-types, infrastructure capacity, parking, open space, and funding sources.

LOCAL NEEDS
During the initial analysis of this project, the consultant team worked with town staff to understand key housing needs in the community,
which include:
• Year-round rental housing for moderate and extremely low-income households (>80% area median income – AMI)
• Year-round rental for median-income workforce and above (200+% AMI)
• Ownership units affordable to moderate income
and workforce households
• Seasonal workforce rental housing
• More demand
for –
smaller
affordable
units (<3
VFW
Jerome
Smith
bedrooms; mix of income-brackets)

What we heard was:
- moreSITE
open space/play area
JEROME SMITH

- include
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Based on feedback
from thecondos
first and
most
desirable
unit
size
is
1-bed
forums, the project team presented a development
- want
mix ofbuilding
unit sizeand
incl.
3-bed
concept comprising
one larger
five
smaller
individual or two-household, units including a mix of
condos and apartments as well as unit sizes. Key
Overall, split on using more local
components of this concept are illustrated to the right
funds to have more flexibility to
and below.
serve affordability needs.
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•
•

38 affordable rental units (8 at or below 30% AMI, 30 between 30% and 60% AMI).
4 affordable condo units (1 at or below 80% AMI, 1 between 80% and 100% AMI, 2 between 100% and 120%) and 5 market-rate
condos.

SHANK PAINTER SITE
Based on feedback from the first and second public forums, the project team
presented a development concept comprising a single building with studio and
one-bedroom apartments. Key components of this concept are illustrated to the
left and below.
•

Police Station – Shank Painter
Road

26 affordable rental units (7 at or below 30% AMI, 19 between 30% and
60% AMI).

What we heard was:

- <=30% AMI absolutely essential
- open to options that provide off-site parking
- mix of studio and 1-bed units preferred
Overall, split on using more local funds to have
more flexibility to serve affordability needs.
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INDIVIDUAL POLLING & FEEDBACK
EXERCISE FORMAT

hat" are you primarily wearing tonight?
Participants were asked to respond to a series of questions through anonymous text-in polling technology. Participants were also provided the
opportunity to share additional feedback via written submission. Responses and feedback are illustrated and summarized below.

Town
Board/Committee
Member
Town Staff
Full-time Resident
1. What “hat” are you wearing tonight?
Part-time Resident
At the beginning of the night, participants were asked
“what hat are you
wearing tonight?” This question helps
Business
owner
frame participants’ mindsets and clarify what roles were
represented in the
room. The largest
representative group
Property
owner
(nonwere full-time residents (41 percent), followed by town
board or committee members (35 percent), town staff (12
resident)
percent), and part-time residents and non-resident
property owners (6 percent).
Other
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concept meet your hopes for this site?
A. SITE
Very well
JEROME SMITH
2. How well B.
doesWell
the general development concept
meet your hopes for this site?

C. Moderately
D. Not well per
oes the bedrooms
Not at
all
hopes forE. this
site?

The majority of participants (53 percent) felt that the proposed development
concept for the Jerome Smith (VFW) site adequately met their hopes for this
location. Sixteen percent felt that the concept moderately captured their
hopes while about a third (32 percent) felt that the concept did not capture
their hopes.

3.
How well does the bedrooms per unit mix
meet your hopes for this site?
Most participants (77 percent) felt that the mix of unit sizes in the proposed
concept successfully met their hopes for this site. Just under a quarter (23
percent) of participants felt that the mix of unit sizes did not entirely meet
their hopes for this site, however nobody reported being entirely dissatisfied
with the proposed concept in regard to unit sizes.
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(rental+ownership) meet your hopes for this site?
A. Very well
4. How well does
mix of tenure types (rental +
B. the
Well
ownership) meet your hopes for this site?
C. Moderately
Half (50 percent) of participants felt that the mix of tenure types adequately
met their hopes for this
site,Not
with almost
all (44 percent) indicating that the
D.
well
tenure mix satisfies their hopes “very well.” Just over a third (38 percent) felt
that the concept only moderately fulfilled their hopes and 12 percent
E. Not at all
indicated that the concept did not capture their hopes well or at all.

s the mix of affordability
opes for this site?
Comments and suggestions include:
•
•

Preference for all rentals.
Would like to see case studies of rental/condo mix; does it work?

5. How well does the mix of affordability levels
meet your hopes for this site?
Participants reported divergent feelings about the mix of affordability levels
for this site. The largest group (44 percent) reported that the affordability mix
adequately met their hopes for the site, followed by 38 percent who reported
that the affordability mix only moderately fulfilled their hopes. Nineteen
percent reported that the affordability mix did not adequately fulfill their
hopes for this site, although nobody reported that the affordability mix did
not meet their hopes at all. Comments and suggestions include:
•
•

Ensure that targeted income levels meet the needs of key target
market; incorporate more market-rate units, especially rental.
Include/add more units for 80% to 120% AMI households.
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(buildings, green areas, parking) meet your hopes
6. How well does the general site design
for(building,
this site?
A.parking)
Verymeet
wellyour hopes for this
green areas,
site?

B. Well
The majority (53 percent) of participants indicated that the overall site design
only moderately fulfilled their hopes for this site. Twenty-nine percent felt
C. Moderately
that the site design concept adequately met their hopes but did not fulfill
them entirely and 18 percent indicated that the site design did not meet their
D.andNot
well
hopes at all. Comments
suggestions
include:
• Design approach should be forward-thinking and efficient (e.g. water
E. Not at all
and energy conservation, renewable energy, “net zero,” fewer parking
•

•
•
•

spaces, etc.).
Like smaller buildings; break up large building and reorient to front
Jerome Street, which will help to integrate with the surrounding
neighborhood.
Integrate more green space, bike storage, etc.
Lower density.
Mixed feelings around parking: some wanted to see less parking,
others felt that parking is necessary for this site as it’s farther from
town.

7. Additional Comments
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be sure to include neighborhood representation in developing the RFP and selection of a developer.
Consider risks, timeline and availability of various tax credits.
Focus on local funding to increase likelihood of developer submissions.
Look at Nauset, Green, and Eastham.
Consider opportunity zone incentives.
Include a minimum of two accessible units.
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development concept meet your hopes for this site?
A. SITE
Very well
SHANK PAINTER
8. How well does the general development
B. Well
concept meet your hopes for this site?

C. Moderately
ell does the
bedrooms
D. Not well
hopes forE.this
Notsite?
at all

per

The majority (84 percent) of participants felt that the overall development
concept for this site adequately fulfilled their hopes. Eight percent of
participants indicated that the concept only moderately fulfilled their
hopes. Just eight percent of participants indicated that the overall
development concept for this site did not meet their hopes.

9. How well does the bedrooms per unit mix meet
your hopes for this site?
Most participants (78 percent) felt that the mix of unit sizes in the proposed
concept successfully met their hopes for this site. Just under a quarter (21
percent) of participants felt that the mix of unit sizes only moderately met their
hopes. However, nobody indicated that the concept did not meet their hopes.
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type (all rental) meet your hopes for this site?
A. Very well
10. How well does the mix of tenure types (rental +
B. Well
ownership) meet your hopes for this site?
C. Moderately
The majority (89 percent) of participants felt that the mix of tenure types
adequately met their hopes for this site, with more than half (65 percent)
D. Not well
indicating that the tenure mix satisfies their hopes “very well.” Twelve percent
felt that the concept only moderately fulfilled their hopes, but none indicated
E.did not
Not
that they felt the concept
fulfillat
theirall
hopes in regard to tenure.

w well does the mix of
your hopes for this site?
11. How well does the mix of affordability levels meet
your hopes for this site?
Participants reported somewhat divergent feelings about the mix of affordability
levels for this site, but most felt that the concept at least somewhat fulfilled their
hopes (88 percent). The largest group (47 percent) reported that the affordability
mix adequately met their hopes for the site, followed by 41 percent who reported
that the affordability mix only moderately fulfilled their hopes. Twelve percent
reported that the affordability mix did not adequately fulfill their hopes for this site.
Comments and suggestions include:
•
•

Include a broader affordability range (up to 120% AMI).
Ensure that there is demand for these income levels.
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design (buildings, green areas, parking) meet your
12. How well does the general sitehopes
design (building,
for
this
site?
green areas, parking) meet your hopes for this site?
50%

A. Very well
B. Well
C. Moderately
D.Painter
Not
Add an entrance on Shank
Roadwell
to create a “front door” entrance.
Consider including first floor commercial.
E. Not
at all
Explore “net zero” construction
and include
energy and water

The majority (75 percent) of participants indicated that the overall site design
adequately fulfilled their hopes for this site. Thirteen percent indicated that the
site design only moderately fulfilled their hopes. Thirteen percent felt that the
overall sign design did not address their hopes well, but nobody indicated that the
concept did not fulfill their hopes at all. Comments and suggestions include:
•
•
•
•
•

consolidation/sustainability.
The number of units should not be reduced to accommodate more parking.
Angled wall in the rear of the building isn’t realistic.

13. Additional Comments
•
•
•

Prioritize the procurement process for the Jerome Smith (VFW) site as the timeline for the Shank Painter (Police Station) site is
farther out.
Include a minimum of two accessible units.
Consider the possibility of purchasing the abutting parcel (former medical building) to add more units/expand the project.
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